Emergency determination of decision-making capacity: balancing autonomy and beneficence in the emergency department.
The determination of decision-making capacity (DMC) is an essential component of securing voluntary informed consent, for either treatment or refusal of care. Decision-making capacity should be determined on some level during each patient encounter. Decision-making capacity includes the ability to receive, process, and understand information, the ability to deliberate, the ability to make choices, and the ability to communicate those preferences. For patients in whom DMC may be uncertain, a more explicit approach to determination of DMC is recommended. However, DMC determination must neither compromise patient safety nor delay needed care. When DMC determination is challenging, or when the ramifications of a decision are serious, the assistance of a third party (such as a surrogate, a consultant, or another clinician) may be valuable in discerning the most appropriate action. In addition to the obvious clinical utility of DMC assessment, the steps taken in the very establishment of DMC may promote patient trust, professionalism, and humanistic clinical practice. While DMC may be conditional, the compassion and respect we have for our patients must be unconditional.